We’re for customized protection.

Merck Animal Health offers you WNV vaccines based on our proven Encevac® and Prestige® lines

Customize your West Nile protection to the patient. Choose from multiple antigens plus WNV or monovalent Equi-Nile™ — all with high degrees of safety for the horse and convenience for you.

- **Prestige® V + WNV**
  - (EWT • EIV • EHV - 1 & 4 • WNV)

- **Encevac® T + WNV**
  - (EEE • WEE • Tetanus • WNV)

- **Equi-Nile™**
  - (WNV)

- **Exceptional safety profile with our smooth Havlogen® adjuvant:**
  - Uniform suspension for consistency and potency
  - Stimulates cell-mediated (T-cells) and humoral (B-cells) immune responses
  - Boosts higher, longer-lasting protection through the slow release of antigens

- **Advanced filtration process through our Antigen Purification System (APS™):**
  - Hallmark of Prestige and Encevac vaccines — proven low reaction rates in field safety trials
  - Removes foreign and extraneous proteins and cellular debris
  - Allows concentration of antigen while minimizing adverse reactions

- **Multiple antigen combinations give you flexibility in meeting client needs**

- **All three WNV vaccines available in 10-dose vials**

- **Prestige V + WNV and Equi-Nile also available in convenient low-volume 1 mL doses in single, prefilled syringes**

Formulated to minimize reactions and maximize protection.
In the immunogenicity intrathecal challenge study, the West Nile virus fraction of the Equi-Nile, Prestige and Encevac WNV vaccines demonstrated a statistically significant reduction for the following parameters in vaccinates as compared to controls:

**Neurological disease**
- Incidence (p=0.0368)
- Duration (p=0.0336)

**Encephalitis**
- Incidence (p=0.0012)
- Severity (p=0.0004)

**Viremia**
- Incidence (p=0.0202)
- Severity (p=0.0389)

**Rectal body temperatures**
- Degree (p=0.0001)
- Duration (p=0.0158)

Supporting the label claim, “For vaccination of healthy horses six months of age or older, as an aid in the reduction of disease, encephalitis and viremia caused by West Nile virus.”

Merck Animal Health vaccines are backed by our Equine Vaccine Performance Guarantee, proof of our commitment to their efficacy and to the equine veterinarian.

Call your Merck Animal Health or distributor sales representative to learn more.